Wide abilities of RoboLinux
RoboLinux is an extraordinary distro that spotlights on consolidating Windows adaptations XP
through 10 inside a completely useful Linux working framework.
You may never require the Stealth VM highlights that let you effortlessly introduce and run
Microsoft Windows inside most any Linux distro. In any case, RoboLinux is a topnotch
universally useful Linux figuring stage that accompanies a decision of driving work area
conditions.
RoboLinux does what other Linux distros can't. It makes a cloned Drive C from a Windows
segment and introduces your most loved Windows rendition with the greater part of your
expensive Windows programming running in a virtual machine. It does this for nothing under
current showcasing plans. RoboLinux is additionally a free download.
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All at present bolstered Robolinux OS discharges accompany free technical support. This mix of
advantages makes RoboLinux a perfect stage for ventures and SOHOs, and in addition singular
clients, to change to Linux.
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RoboLinux Raptor 9.2.1, discharged a week ago, runs the most current emphasess of
Cinnamon and MATE 3D work areas. Or on the other hand you can look over past releases that
incorporate XFCE, GNOME 3, LXDE and KDE.
The overhauled adaptations give Long-Term Support until 2021. They run fresher Linux bits that
bring enhanced speed, greater security and better soundness.
Both of the new Robolinux 9.2 Versions have fixes for the ongoing x86 and x64 Specter and
Meltdown vulnerabilities. Both new Robolinux 9.2 Raptor forms give discretionary UEFI bolster
and have the most current VirtualBox variant 5.2.10.
Practice run Odyssey
I tried and assessed earlier MATE and GNOME versions quite a long while prior. I was inspired
with RoboLinux at that point. I am considerably more happy with RoboLinux now.
The commence behind RoboLinux makes this distro an unquestionable requirement have a go
at processing stage. For example, I can hold tight to my workbench Windows programming
without really keeping separate physical boxes that add to my office mess.
My re-colleague with RoboLinux through this most recent discharge was a win-win occasion. My
workload once in a while requires Microsoft programming nowadays, so I have little requirement
for devoting and keeping up a Windows PC. I unquestionably have a great time with Linux.
With RoboLinux, I am ready to keep up a Windows setup without the problems of double
booting Windows and Linux. In addition, having the capacity to run the greater part of my
Windows stuff in a virtual machine in a different workspace inside my workhorse Linux OS is a
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tremendous accommodation.
The most recent RoboLinux discharge gave me a reason to test-drive my most loved work area
condition - Cinnamon - in an alternate distro. My arrangement was to perceive how well the
Raptor 9.2 arrangement took care of.
The experience was so effective I chose to update my before RoboLinux establishment and
clone my Windows 10 establishment to keep running in a VM. The additional advantage is the
chance to run a clever, quick RoboLinux distro on an alternate PC while holding my Cinnamon
work area inclination.
Quick and Slick
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The engineer's site centers for the most part around the advantages for new Linux clients to
drag their Windows programming to Linux without utilizing the cumbersome WINE application to
run disengaged Windows programming. Be that as it may, RoboLinux is a decent Linux stage in
its own right. Many of the particular frameworks applications are given to transplanting the
Windows OS and programming to keep running in a VM. That is a decent motivating force for
newcomers to change to Linux.
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Be that as it may, don't dismiss the strong execution you get from RoboLinux. The most recent
discharge is loaded down with a portion of the best applications that Linux brings to the table. It
effortlessly can be your regular workhorse PC stage. RoboLinux depends on Debian Linux. A
colossal choice of Linux bundles are promptly accessible utilizing the distro's own particular
programming focus interface or the Synaptic Package Manager.
Incorporated into Robolinux 9.2.1:
Firefox adaptation 59.0.2 countless upstream security and application refreshes
Thunderbird rendition 52.7.0 a few more computerized driver installers to help more up to date
equipment
Maybe one of RoboLinux' best highlights is the capacity to utilize its Robolinux C: Drive to VM
bundles and related Windows cloning instruments in various Linux distros. You can download
only the apparatuses and utilize them in your favored Linux distro rather than RoboLinux.
Look and Feel
Every one of the upheld work area conditions accompanies an alternate appearance and list of
capabilities. Nonetheless, every work area incorporates a firmly coordinated arrangement of
RoboLinux apparatuses that unmistakably separate this distro from others in Linuxland.
That uniqueness is particularly perceptible in the Cinnamon work area. In any distro that offers
the Cinnamon seasoning, extraordinary compared to other ascribes is the capacity to design
and customize almost every part of the show and work area usefulness.
For instance, RoboLinux has a supply of drivers unmatched somewhere else. The fundamental
menu has a different class for particular installers.
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One specifically gives a single tick capacity to introduce a gathering of prevalent Cinnamon
applications. Different alternatives let you introduce specific security and Internet devices, for
example, the TOR program and Steam games get to. When you add the extra RoboLinux
toolset to the variety of controls effectively accessible in Cinnamon, you get a top notch figuring
knowledge.
Huge Bag of Tricks
RoboLinux accompanies everything a client needs - to say the least - to make day by day
processing undertakings helpful. A large number of the product bundles commonly are not
discovered packaged in Linux distros. The implicit discretionary a single tick application
installers incorporate C Drive to VM, Tor Browser, Tor Chat, BleachBit, Wireshark, I2P, Clam
AntiVirus and Steam.

Main concern
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The abnormal state of help surpasses what most other Linux distros offer. RoboLinux goes well
past aloof network sheets to unravel client issues. I sent an immediate message to RoboLinux
technical support utilizing the site's get in touch with us informing focus. In under two hours, I
had a point by point reaction in my in-box. The site is supplied with extremely valuable how-to
recordings and different directions for introducing RoboLinux and utilizing its accumulation of
particular framework apparatuses. The way that the designer gives the majority of this to free is
reason enough to look at this distro.
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The main downside for me was the engineer's graceless way of arguing for help. Then again, I
get that the open source show represents a budgetary test. Giving ceaselessly Stealth VM
segments with the expectation of complimentary now, as opposed to charging ostensible and
exceptionally sensible costs, obviously is a survival hazard. In this way, think about the
designer's demand to take a couple of moments to tap on the backers' promotions while
perusing the site. Likewise do whatever it takes not to be put off by the feeling that you need to
make a gift to download the free Linux OS. Simply look through the download page to locate the
free download interface.
RoboLinux will inspire the two newcomers and prepared Linux clients. The Cinnamon work area
release is an incredible beginning stage with its basic yet ground-breaking UI. Establishment is
speedy and straightforward.
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